
Equity 
 
Equity = a separate body of law, developed in the Court of Chancery, which supplements, 
correct and controls the rules of common law  
 

-‐   Equity prevails over CL – Law Reform (Law and Equity) Act 1972 (NSW)  
Fusion fallacy:  

-‐   Label they give to the error of thinking that the administrative arrangement of the 
judicature, which put one court in charge of both bodies of law, means the bodies 
begin to interrelate  

•   Differing views: 
-‐   Mason J – ‘equitable doctrines should now take their proper place as a part of a 

unified system of judge-made law’  
-‐   Kirby J – ‘the doctrines and remedies of equity are part of what is now a world-wide 

legal tradition… which in Australia must now be harmonious with other parts of the 
law, including statute and common law’  

-‐   Keane J (defence to Kirby) – to ignore differences in pursuit of a common standard of 
fair behaviour is to fail to recognise that the rules of equity and common law reflect 
radically different view of the legitimacy of human selfishness and of occasions for its 
control’  

-‐   Gummow J – ‘it is from a thriving equity jurisdiction based in a thorough 
understanding of its principles, their necessity, and the circumstances of the individual 
case, that the judge-made law continues to draw much of its sustenance’  
 

Topic 2 – Breach of Confidence 
Checklist:  
Elements required to est. breach of confidence:  

1.   Specificity  
2.   Quality of confidence  

a.   Secrecy  
b.   Value  

i.   Personal  
ii.   Commercial  

3.   Conscience/Obligation of confidence  
4.   Actual or anticipated unauthorised use (Breach)  

 
Defences:  

1.   Public Interest  
2.   Iniquity  

 
Remedies:  

1.   Personal only  
 

1.   INTRO:  
P may sue D for breach for confidence for (e.g. disclosure/use/publication) of (intimate 
images, trade secrets). The court will consider four elements (Coco, O’Brien).  
 
 
Coco v AN Clark  



•   Negotiations broke down, and the defendants started production of a moped that Coco 
claimed was based on his design 

DECISION  
•   While the circumstances imported an obligation of confidence, C could not prove the 

information was confidential in nature  
•   Megarry J = 3 elements are normally required:  

a.   Necessary quality of confidence  
b.   Information imparted in circumstances importing an obligation of confidence  
c.   Must be unauthorised use of that information  

 
2.   SPECIFICITY 

The information claimed to be confidential must be identified with specificity and not merely 
expressed in global or general terms (O’Brien, Ocular Sciences)  
 
** Clearly identify the confidential information  
P will claim the information is X, which is specific because (discrete, within envelope, 
identifiable).  
 
Consider:  

•   O’Brien – is the information of an inherently public character?  
o   Was unable to specify information that was confidential. Some of what he 

pointed to lacked the necessary quality of confidence as it was in the public 
domain EG) tax minimisation schemes  

o   Information that is a logical consequences of common knowledge = not 
confidential  

 
•   Ocular Sciences – ‘warehouses’ of information are not specific enough  

 
3.   Necessary Quality of Confidence  

Equity will only protect information with the necessary quality of confidence per Smith-
Kline. This may be considered in two limbs: secrecy and value.  
 

a.   Secrecy   
Information must be sufficiently secret as opposed to being public or common knowledge 
(ABC v Lenah)  
 
ABC v Lenah  

•   Gleeson CJ held that filming activities on private property does not deem the 
activities filmed as a ‘private act’  

•   The activities were not private in any other sense except that they were on private 
property  

 
Consider the following factors:  

i.   Degree of accessibility  
-‐   If generally accessible, then it is considered in the public domain.  

 
Jane Doe  

•   Information was not easily accessible  
•   Those who knew she was due to present evidence in court were within her circle of 

secrecy.  



•   Those not in the courtroom were subject to a statutory regime intended to keep them 
uninformed  

 
AFL  

•   Subscribers to Foxtel were notified, BUT:  
-‐   Limited dissemination to a small group does not remove confidentiality.  
-‐   Circle of secrecy by virtue of subscription.  

 
ii.   Authority of Disbursement  
-‐   Speculation, gossip or assertion from an anonymous source is not sufficient for 

information to enter the public domain per AFL  
-‐   Red flags = anonymous source, intermediary papers, publishers with equivocal 

reputation  
 

iii.   Effectiveness of injunction  
-‐   Provides indication of secrecy if an injunction is ordered that would avoid relevant 

detriment per AFL.  
 

iv.   Security of location  
-‐   Mere fact its on private property not enough to establish secrecy per Lenah Game 

Meats  
 

b.   Value  
Equity is not concerned with protecting banal or trivial information; it must have some value.  
 

•   Is it a personal or commercial interest?  
 

i.   Commercial/Human Ingenuity  
-‐   People have interest to engage in commerce to make profits and equity will deem it 

worth while protecting this interest (Franklin).   
-‐   Cleverness must be present, mere effort not enough  
-‐   The idea needs to be more than drudge, but does not have to be genius (Talbot)  
-‐   Coco, Megarry J – the way the human brain is used to put information together  

	  
Talbot  

•   P proposed a TV show but after some meetings nothing further was heard.  
•   A very similar idea was shown on A Current Affair  
•   In my opinion, not only was the text of the submission made in confidence, but the 

kernel of the concept, whether it was conveyed in writing or orally, was also made in 
confidence.  

•   Threshold of ingenuity is not that high – the idea of this show was not revolutionary  
 
Link 2 Pty Ltd v Ezystay Systems Pty Ltd  

•   4 categories of confidential information = Operations Procedures Manual, “Elevator 
Take”, the Systems Manual, “Confidential Business Manual Information”  

•   Appellants claimed that the information was in the public domain  
•   Issue: skill and ingenuity used in the compilation of the manuals so as to confer 

confidentiality on this finished product 



•   If the confidence only appears in a combination, and an injunction is ordered in 
relation to that, nothing stops the defendant using the banal parts  

 
Franklin v Giddins  

•   Franklin was the owner of an orchard and developed a new type of nectarine 
•   Giddins trespassed onto Franklin’s property, stole some nectarine budwood, began to 

grow the new nectarine and sell it to the public  
•   HELD – an obligation of confidence could be imposed even if the confidential 

information was not directly imparted by the owner of the information  
 

ii.   Personal  
-‐   Equity may also protect information of a personal or intimate nature.  
-‐   Religion:  

o   Secret indigenous ceremonies (Foster) à protected as disclosure would 
disrupt social ceremonies and diminish their religious value  

 
-‐   Personal or intimate:  

o   Intimate images (Wilson)  
o   Footage of persons having sex (Giller v Procopets)  
o   ID of a complainant in a rape trial (Jane Doe)  
o   Photos of a celebrity wedding (Douglas v Hello) 

	  


